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I.INTRODUCTION
At present the investment decision making of electric project in our country the commonly used method are net present value method inside earning ratio risk that adjust the law of discount rate affirm the law in the coefficient law of equivalent payback period of investment etc These methods are only limited to the overall investment of the decision project of less indexes unilateral do not have an overall result of project investment that can be overall to think The project investment of power construction has the characteristic such as large capital cost many financing channels the capital source is complicated the mode of investment is various being longer in payback period of investment the decision fault will cause enormous losses to enterprise So the paper has proposed a decision method that using many indexes comprehensive in the investment decision of the electric project in order to evade the risk effectively The method forms the index system with net present value inside earning ratio risk degree payback period of investment
II.THE OPTIMIZED-SELECT MODEL

A Question description
We assume that ) , , , { 
What it showed is its reached degree that index value is relative to ideal index value, and it forms the normal ideal reference array 
We can derive the following difference matrixes as (3) and (4) from the formula 
In formula (7),
parameter its value is usually set as 0.5 Formula(7) means that considering the possible influence between every index value to scheme number j in all available schemes this scheme may reach the degree of the ideal scheme as regards The relevant indexes of different schemes is as tab 2 Based on above-mentioned results, 3 kind schemes are all in acceptable range Which one is the best it needs to make the choice If compare with some individual event index we will draw contradictory conclusions so it is clear to introduce the method of grey comprehensive related degree.
Use Matlab7 programming, operate and we can obtain the membership degree matrix 
IV.CONCLUSIONS
This method result is on the basis of guaranteeing certain sensitivity and accuracy the credibility is higher and easier to realize It uses the weighted average comprehensive value to arrange in an optimized-select order to the capital project and has overcome the one-sidedness that the single index was appraised in the past It has offered a kind of method with practical science for investment decision of the electric project.
